### Clamshell Design

**Design Features:**
1. **Comfortable and reliable typing experience:** fine tuned keyboard and touchpad provide exceptional input experiences.
2. **Style, and rock-solid durability**
3. **Designed for simple system maintenance:** modular design allows IT technicians easy access to internal components.

### Flip Design

**Design Features:**
1. **360-Degree Hinge:** Do your work in laptop mode, then flip into Tent mode and share ideas with classmates.
2. **Slim, stylish, and lightweight**
3. **Touch screen—think it, write it!**
4. **Cinematic audiovisuals:** delivers impressive audio for playing video and music.

### Teacher Devices

**Design Features:**
1. **180 to 360-degree hinge:** Lay flat on the table to share content or flip into Tent mode and share ideas with friends and colleagues.
2. **The take-anywhere performance and efficiency**
3. **14-inch for viewing more content**
4. **Cinematic audiovisuals:** delivers impressive audio for playing video and music.

---

**ASUS VivoBook W202**  
Model: W202NA-XS04

**Specifications**
- Intel® Dual-Core® Celeron N3350
- 11.6” HD (1366x768)
- 4GB RAM/64GB eMMC
- Windows 10 Pro

**ASUS VivoBook L203**  
Models: L203NA-DS04

**Specifications**
- Intel® Celeron™ N3350
- 11.6” HD (1366x768)
- 4GB RAM/64GB eMMC
- Windows 10

**ASUS VivoBook Flip TP401**  
Model: TP401MA-XB21T

**Specifications**
- Intel® Pentium® Silver N5030
- 14.0” HD (1920x1080)
- 4GB RAM/64GB eMMC
- Fingerprint sensor

**ASUS VivoBook Flip 14 TM420IA**  
Models: TM420IA-XB51T

**Specifications**
- AMD Ryzen™ 5 4500U
- 14.0” FHD (1920x1080)
- 8GB RAM/256GB SSD
- Fingerprint Sensor

**ASUS VivoBook Flip 14**  
Model: TP412FA-XB56T

**Specifications**
- Intel® Core® i5-10210U 1.6GHz
- 14.0” HD (1920x1080)
- 8GB RAM/512GB SSD
- Windows 10 Pro

**ASUS ExpertBook P2**  
Models: P2451FA-XS51

**Specifications**
- Intel® Core® i5-10210U 1.6GHz
- 14.0” HD (1920x1080)
- 8GB RAM/256GB SSD
- MIL-810G Durability

---

Battery life varies depending on usage. 
Tent mode is only for devices that have a 360-degree hinge, such as the VivoBook Flip 14 series.
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